Ageia Health Services

Company Introduction and Philosophy of Services
Welcome to Our History

- As a graduate of OSU Kevin discovered his passion for health care.
- He purchased his first health care facility, Fern Hill Care Center in 1999.
- In 2004, Ageia Health Services became the trademark company name.
- Ageia Health Services has a workforce reaching almost 500.

Company growth is on the rise due to:

- Senior population growth needs – Baby Boomers
- Future senior population demands – Generation X
- Industry need for nursing staff
- Rapid changes in technology – I Robots
Ageia Health Services currently spans over two states and serves over 700 clients, primarily seniors.

Our company not only provides safe havens for seniors we currently are offering supportive care and services to expecting mothers and families who are celebrating the birth of a newborn.
“Kevin’s career in healthcare as an Administrator in a small community in rural Portland, quickly transitioned into a solely owned company with over five divisions of health care services.”

**Company Divisions**

**RETIREMENT LIVING**
Ageia Independent Living is ideal for active adults who want to make the most of their retirement years while having access to support services.

**ASSISTED LIVING**
Ageia Assisted Living communities are designed to promote privacy, dignity, individuality, and choice, all in a home-like environment.

**ALZHEIMER’S & MEMORY CARE**
Ageia Memory communities have over fifteen years of experience caring for seniors living with Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia.

**HOME CARE SERVICES**
Ageia Home Care programs enables seniors to live at home and still be able to receive personal and licensed professional care.

**PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL STAFFING SERVICES**
Pace Medical Staffing provides professional medical services throughout the Pacific Northwest.
SOUTHTOWNE LIVING CENTER
SouthTowne Living Center, located in Eugene, Oregon, opened over 17 years ago. Way ahead of their time, they were the first and only secure Alzheimer’s/Dementia community in Eugene. Ageia acquired this community in 1999. SouthTowne has 65 apartments.
http://www.southtownecare.com

MORAN VISTA SENIOR LIVING
Moran Vista is a newly expanded senior living community located in the attractive South Hills Moran Prairie area in Spokane, Washington. This assisted living and independent living community was acquired in 2002. Starting with 49 apartments they quickly grew to 131 apartments with the renovation.
http://www.moranvista.com

COOPER GEORGE SENIOR LIVING
Cooper George Senior Living is a 95 apartment assisted living community located in Spokane, Washington. The property was acquired in October 2007.
http://www.cooper-george.com

BRIDGECREEK MEMORY CARE
Bridgecreek Memory Care consists of 14 apartments. Bridgecreek Memory Care is the only free-standing Alzheimer’s endorsed community in Lebanon, Oregon and the surrounding area. This community was acquired in 2008.
http://www.bridgecreekcare.com

SOLVANG RETIREMENT
Located in the heart of Eugene, this 99 apartment community offers independent living studios, one and two bedroom apartments with kitchens, private bathrooms, and individual climate control. This community was acquired in September 2008.
http://www.solvangretirementliving.com
Ageia Entities

THE AMBER ASSISTED LIVING
The Amber Assisted Living is located in Clatskanie, Oregon and consists of 32, studio and one bedroom apartments. This community was acquired in 2006.
http://www.theamber.net

WOODWAY SENIOR LIVING
Woodway Senior Living is located in Bellingham, Washington and was acquired in January 2009. The community consists of 51 apartments with a mixture of assisted and independent residents.
http://www.woodwayseniorliving.com

PACE MEDICAL STAFFING
Pace Medical Staffing has a great relationship with healthcare entities throughout Oregon and Washington. Currently, we staff the following specialties: medical laboratory, imaging and radiation therapy, cardiac and respiratory, rehabilitation, and nursing. Pace Medical was acquired in 2004. Pace Medical Staffing currently has offices located in Bend and Eugene.
http://www.pacestaffing.net

AT HOME CARE GROUP
At Home Care Group caregivers help with everyday tasks that allow clients to live independently no matter where they call home. At Home Care Group provides services throughout all of Central Oregon. Whether clients need help for a few hours a day or 24 hours a day, our caregivers are available for them. Our responsive staff is on call to quickly accommodate a request for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. At Home Care Group was purchased in 2004, and is located in Bend, Oregon.
http://www.athomecaregroup.com
Ageia’s Mission Statement

At Ageia Health Services, our mission is to provide the best possible quality of life to our residents and to treat them, our staff, and the community like family. We recognize the value of every person and are guided by our commitment to excellence and exceptional care. We demonstrate this by:

• Providing exemplary physical, emotional, and compassionate care for each of our residents.
• Providing the same exceptional care to all clients and residents regardless of social or economic status.
• Building a work environment where each person is valued, respected, and has an opportunity for personal and professional growth.
• Advancing excellence in health care services and education.
• Fostering a culture of discovery in all of our activities and supporting exceptional health care training, education, and research.
• Strengthening our relationships within our communities.
• Demonstrating social and financial responsibility through the just use of our resources.

"Remaining mindful of our mission statement during every act, every resident interaction, every task you perform, and communication will consummate success."
Ageia Health Service’s Pledge

In keeping with the highest standards of excellence in health care, Ageia pledges to:

To Maintain the Highest Ethical Relationships – with our residents, families, employees, suppliers, and competitors.

To Provide Maximum Satisfaction for Our Customers – through quality performance, thoughtful personalized service, and efficient and effective operations.

To Assure Our Employees of Fair and Equitable Compensation – and the opportunity for individual self-expression and continuous personal growth.

To Assure Our Employees a Safe Working Environment – through programs that promote healthy and safe work practices and lifestyle choices.

To Earn Satisfactory Long Run Profits – to maintain the health of the company and assure the availability of the necessary capital for continued growth.

To Anticipate the Future Needs of the People We Serve – by developing the plans necessary to meet those needs.

To Fulfill Our Obligations to Our Free Competitive Society – by constantly developing new and improved techniques and methods and procedures that will assure our progress and growth.
Congratulations…
You have now completed the first unit of your training!

(no quiz for this unit)